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Press release
BCGSoft Releases BCGControlBar Pro version 15.0
December 20, 2010 –St. Petersburg, Russia. BCGSoft Co Ltd today announced that
BCGControlBar Professional Edition version 15.0 is available.
This is a major release that introduces many new features and enhancements including the new
Chart and Gauge controls, D2D support, Office 2010 print preview, new editor language schemes
and many other new and improved features.
New Chart Control. The most advanced and professional chart on the MFC market today! This chart
control offers a wide range of the different chart types: Line, Area, Bar and Column, Pie, Pyramid,
Funnel and a lot of others. A developer can take the advantage of such useful features as Real Time
Charting, History Mode and extensive customization of various chart properties.
New Gauge Controls. The library implements various types of gauges that help a developer to
create high-quality, fast and beautiful digital dashboards. The following gauge types are
implemented: Circular Gauges, Numeric Indicators, Color Indicators, Text Labels and Image
Indicators. All of them provide great opportunities for customization.
D2D support. The library implements a large set of methods for easy access to D2D and DirectWrite
interfaces. All graphics primitives like lines, rectangles, ellipses, geometries, arcs, pies, pyramids and
texts can be easily drawn with D2D speed and quality using just few lines of code.
Office 2010-style Print Preview (inside Backstage View). Now it's really easy to add this feature to
your application.
New Editor language schemes. The new mechanism allows implementing the following language
schemes: C++, HTML, BASIC, Pascal, C#, Assembler, XML, SQL.
Other features include Ribbon Control enhancements, improvements in Grid Control and a couple
of new samples.

The complete information about product features can be found on the company’s website
http://www.bcgsoft.com

About BCGSoft Co Ltd
BCGSoft Co Ltd is the leading provider of business components for Microsoft Windows. Customer
satisfaction is our first priority and we aim to produce only top quality software. User interface
programming is not always an easy process, and we do our best to help developers incorporate into
their applications the most advanced technologies available in today's market.
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